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Primo Resin epoxy resin is a transparent polymer coating that is made entirely of solids and is often used to 

protect bar tops and tabletops. Each kit includes a bottle of resin and a bottle of hardener that are mixed in 

a 1 to 1 volume ratio. This product cures to a clear, glass-like finish that resist scratching and will not distort 

with age. Items coated with it will be permanently maintained and safeguarded. This substance is resistant 

to yellowing and is water resistant. However, it does not offer complete UV protection. Before used in an 

outdoor, high UV exposure scenario, this should be carefully evaluated. Even in extreme humidity 

circumstances, our Tabletop & Coating resin will not flush or sweat. 

 

This product works best in two stages. The first step is known as the seal coat. The seal coat is applied in a 

thin layer and is used to seal any porosity on the surface, preventing air bubbles from rising in following flood 

coatings. After the seal coat has dried for at least 4 hours, the flood coat is applied. Pour the flood coat onto 

the surface and allow it to run out and self-level. A spreader can be used to distribute the epoxy. Most table 

and bar coatings require one to three flood coats; however, you must wait 4 to 10 hours before applying 

successive flood coats. 

• Personal Protective Equipment (Gloves/Mask/ Glasses) 

• Graduated Cups 

• Stir Sticks  

• Spreader 

• Drop Cloths  

• Brushes  

• Solvent (Cleaning) 

• Bubble Extraction Tool (Torch, Heat Gun, or Hair Drier)  
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When used appropriately, this product will give professional results. Take some time to go through some of 
the most frequent issues that first-time users may face. 
 

1. IMPORTANT: To avoid most of these typical issues, always perform a trial run with the product to 
ensure appropriate understanding of how to mix and apply. 
 

2. Always keep your mixing container clean and your measurement tools in good working order. This 
product must be mixed in a one-to-one volume ratio. Any deviations from this ratio will result in the 
epoxy to not fully cure. 

 
3. Mixing is the one of the most important parts of this process. Even if you've worked with other types of 

resins before, it's easy to overlook how much mixing this product important. It can take anywhere from 
3 to 7 minutes of continuous mixing without whipping, depending on the amount being blended. The 
product will turn hazy white during mixing, you must continue mixing until all evidence of haziness and 
white streaks in the combination have disappeared, and the mixture has returned to a perfectly 
transparent tint. 

 
4. Do not whip this product while it is being mixed. Lifting the stick during mixing might whip the product 

excessively and introduce many air bubbles that are difficult to remove. 

 
5. During the mixing operation, always scrape the edges of the mixing container and stick. Any unmixed 

substance that lingers on the container's edge and falls onto your surface when pouring will create an 
uncured damp or sticky patch. 
 

6. When pouring the epoxy over the surface, NEVER scrape or brush the edges or bottom of the container 
you just mixed in to remove every last drop since there will always be an unmixed amount stuck that 
can be released and create a wet or sticky spot no matter how well you mixed. 

 
7. Never leave a pail of mixed epoxy alone. The longer the epoxy rests in your bucket, the more likely it 

will create excess heat, begin to smoke, turn yellow and then cure fast within the bucket. 
 

8. Only mild soap and water should be used to clean the hardened finished surface. When using 
aggressive cleansers or cooking chemicals, the finish might get damaged 

 
 
WARNING: Before combining the resin and hardener, make sure that the product has acclimated to at least 
75 degrees Fahrenheit. Temperatures below 75 degrees Fahrenheit make mixing exceedingly difficult, and 
extra air bubbles cannot be eliminated. 
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Preparation  
 
 
Temperature and Humidity:  

For optimal results, use the product at temperatures ranging from 70° F to 85° F. Humidity levels should be 

under 50%.  

 

Environment:  

The working environment should be clean, dry, dust-free, and insect-free. As the epoxy cures, settling dust 

can sometimes produce defects on the surface. Check that your project's surface is level. If the surface is not 

level, the epoxy will puddle at the lowest place. 

 

Safety:  

When dealing with epoxy, gloves should always be used. Because it has almost no odor, this product is 

harmless and acceptable for indoor usage. Because epoxy may be damaging to the skin, it is essential to 

always wear suitable eye and skin protection. 

 

Surface Preparation: 

For most uses, the bar or table's wood surface should be sanded first, then cleaned and dust-free. It is also 

critical that any previous stains or finishes be thoroughly dry before proceeding. Moisture, oils, greases, or 

uncured finishes of any kind might possibly produce fisheye or product curing issues. 

 

Stains: 

We propose alcohol-based stain for applications that need staining of the wood. Allow 24 hours for the stain 

to cure completely before adding the epoxy. WARNING: Use "oil-based" stain with caution. Oil-based stains 

dry slowly and can cause the epoxy to "fish-eye" or lose adhesion and lift because the oil isn't completely dry. 

Allow the oil-based stain to dry for at least one week (or until completely dry), then cover with a clear, oil-

based polyurethane. The epoxy coating can be put on top of the polyurethane after it has set for 48 hours. 

Fisheye appears as crater-like air bubbles on the surface of the epoxy and can form if an oil-based stain is 

top coated too rapidly. 
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Application   

 
Coverage: 

 
You must know your square footage to decide how much to mix (length x width). Due to the difficulties of mixing 

more than two gallons at once, it is not required to mix the full amount all at once while working on large projects. 

When poured immediately after each other, mixing numerous batches for one coat is okay. Large projects usually 

need the participation of more than one person to ensure correct mixing and pouring within the allocated amount 

of working time. 

 

Seal Coat Coverage Table 

(1/16” Thickness) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Gallon = 3.78 Liters = 128 oz  

 
 
 
 

Flood Coat Coverage Table 

(1/8” Thickness) 

 

Area Total Volume  

(Resin + Hardener) 

1 sq.ft.  10 oz (5 oz Resin + 5 oz Hardener) 

4 sq.ft. 40 oz (20 oz Resin + 20 oz Hardener) 

10 sq.ft. 100 oz (50 oz Resin + 50 oz Hardener) 

25 sq.ft. 200 oz (100 oz Resin + 100 oz Hardener) 

1 Gallon = 3.78 Liters = 128 oz  

 

 

 

Area Total Volume  

(Resin + Hardener) 

1 sq.ft.  5 oz (2.5 oz Resin + 2.5 oz Hardener) 

4 sq.ft. 20 oz (10 oz Resin + 10 oz Hardener) 

10 sq.ft. 50 oz (25 oz Resin + 25 oz Hardener) 

25 sq.ft. 100 oz (50 oz Resin + 50 oz Hardener) 
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Measuring: 

It is critical that the product be correctly measured and thoroughly blended. For measuring, use clean graduated 

cups. 1 part RESIN equals 1 part HARDENER. Do not change this ratio; epoxies are designed to cure at a certain 

mixing proportion, and any deviations may cause the product to never fully cure. Always pour the HARDENER into 

the mixing container first, followed by the RESIN. This will aid in the mixing of the two components.  

 

Mixing: 

Combine the two compounds in a bigger container. The product should be mixed by hand using a clean stir stick. 

The more product you combine, the longer it will take to finish the combination. Beginners should only mix 64 oz 

each batch, which should take around 4 to 5 minutes. The mixing procedure is lengthy and will fatigue your wrist, 

but it is the most vital element of the endeavor. When you start mixing the resins, they will almost instantly turn a 

hazy white hue. This is the beginning of the blending of the two independent components. As you continue to mix, 

the amount of whiteness will decrease and the combination will become more transparent, with the result being a 

perfectly transparent mixture that can be seen all the way to the bottom of the mixing container.  Mixing must 

continue until all evidence of cloudiness and hazy lines have vanished. Some air bubbles in the mixture are typical; 

nevertheless, do not whip the mixture. Whipping the mixture produces countless microscopic air bubbles, turning 

the epoxy totally white with bubbles; this might result in air bubbles staying in the cured product. While mixing, 

make sure to scrape the edges of the bucket and the stick. To ensure that the mixture is properly blended, use a 

strong light next to the container. It's ready to pour after you're certain there are no more thin hazy lines in your mix.  

 

If you don't want to risk under-mixing, wait until the mixing container becomes somewhat warm to the touch, which 

typically ensures a long enough mix. This, however, lowers your working time, especially when combining 1 gallon 

or more. 

 

After final mixing, swiftly pour. Do not leave significant volumes of mixed mater ial in your bucket; this will result in 

an accelerated chemical reaction owing to the heat created, and your batch may begin smoking because of this 

extra heat. 
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Pouring: 

 

Seal coat: The seal coat is intended to permeate and cover any porous surfaces with which you will be working. 

The seal coat will seal up any possible air pockets in the wood that might cause air bubbles to form. The ideal 

technique to apply a seal coat is to start at one end of the surface and pour the resin all the way across. Set the 

container down and then drag the resin across the whole surface with a spreader or a foam brush to obtain an 

equal application. Please keep in mind that you don't intend to accomplish any accumulation with this layer; it's 

merely meant to conceal the grain of the wood or substrate. Typically, only one application of sealant is necessary. 

However, particularly porous wood or knots in the wood may require numerous applications to adequately seal the 

surface. You should wait at least 4 hours before applying a flood coat. 

 

Flood Coat: Each flood coat self-levels to about 1/8" thick. Multiple coatings are required if depths thicker than 1/8" 

are needed. However, you must wait at least 4 hours between flood jackets. Set the container down once you've 

finished pouring. DO NOT TRY TO GET ANYTHING ELSE FROM THE BUCKET. Because you are pouring almost 

three times as much product as you did with the seal coat, the substance will begin to flow out instantly. You should 

still use a spreader or foam brush to gently guide the material around. The less times you use the brush, the better. 

Dragging the brush too forcefully can cause hundreds of air bubbles to form on the surface, which will be impossible 

to remove completely. After you've thoroughly coated the whole surface, you'll begin the process of busting air 

bubbles. A torch is the finest instrument for eliminating bubbles. Holding the heat source a few inches away from 

the surface and briskly skimming over will cause the bubbles to rupture immediately. Other tools that can be used 

such as a heat gun and blow drier However, both instruments move air, increasing the possibility of dust 

accumulating in the coating. It is a good idea to stand by the project for at least 30 minutes after pouring to burst 

any air bubbles that arise unexpectedly. 

 

Edges:  Edges let the flood coat to run over the sides, resulting in a coating on the vertical edges. Because these 

edges will not produce as thick a coating as flat surfaces, you must use a brush to keep the material equal.  

Drips: Drips will occur beneath the edges; these drips can be sanded away after the epoxy has dried. A razor knife 

can be used to chop the drips off if the epoxy is caught at the correct time during the curing process . 

 
WARNING: NEVER scrape or brush out from the container you were mixing from while pouring the resins over the 
surface. Simply empty the resins and leave the rest of the stuff in the container. 
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Re-Coating: 

There is no requirement for surface preparation when re-coating within a 4-to-10-hour window. The layers will fuse 

into one. Allowing the preceding coat to dry completely necessitates very gentle sanding with 180 or 220 grit 

sandpaper. After lightly sanding, wash clean the surface with acetone or another solvent. DO NOT USE PAINT 

THINNER, ALSO KNOWN AS MINERAL SKINS. The solvent should be wiped down with a clean rag that will not 

leave any lint on the surface. Continue cleaning until all of the sanding dust has been gone. You're now ready to 

repaint. Don't be concerned about the sanding scratches. The following pour will fill in the scratches and make it 

appear like glass once again. 

 

Curing: 

After applying the final coat, the product should be stored in a clean and dust-free area. At 80° F, the product 

takes around 12-14 hours to dry to the touch. However, the product should not be used for at least 2-3 days to 

allow it to harden sufficiently. The product will take longer to cure at temperatures below 80 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The surface is more prone to scratching in the first few weeks after curing, therefore we recommend using coasters 

and placemats whenever feasible. The product's hardness will grow as it matures.  

 
 
 

Alternative Techniques    
 
These approaches might be attempted once you've been acquainted with the right application processes. 

 

Embedded Objects: 

This product may also be implanted with wood, pebbles, shells, bottle caps, coins, and so on. All porous materials 

must first be sealed, either with epoxy or another sort of sealer like shellac, lacquer, or polyurethane. If the items 

are not securely sealed, small air bubbles will develop around the object during the flood coating. These objects 

can be inserted before the first seal coat is applied, or they can be placed into a previously applied seal coat that 

has been allowed to set for 30 minutes. To avoid drifting, lightweight things such as bottle tops should be glued 

down. 
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Embedded Pictures: 

This product may contain embedded objects such as images, articles, and maps. Some thin paper, such as 

newspaper and periodicals, must be sealed first using white glue or a comparable chemical. This stops the epoxy 

from entering the paper and creating a transparent look. Alternatively, to avoid the epoxy from coming into direct 

touch with thin paper, laminate it in a plastic. Most picture paper does not need these extra processes. After the 

sheets have been securely sealed, they may be put on the project surface. Before you place your paper, be sure it 

will rest flat. Generally, you should wait at least one hour after applying your epoxy seal layer before installing the 

goods. Subsequent flood coatings will subsequently cover and protect the surface.  

 

Thick Casting: 

This product may be used to create depth. Each flood coat should not be more than 1/4" thick. Attempting to pour 

thicker might cause the epoxy to develop too much heat, resulting in additional air bubbles, breaking, and shrinking. 

It is best to wait at least 4 hours between pours to allow for adequate curing and cooling. While this product is clear 

by epoxy standards, it does have a little amber tint 

 
 

 
Problem Solving  
 
 
After 48 hours, the entire surface is soft, wet, or sticky: 
 

a. The product was under-mixed. Unfortunately, even though we emphasize this as the most critical aspect of the 

project, it can still happen and is the most prevalent source of this problem. Under-cured epoxy will be found if you 

do not mix long enough or do not scrape the sides and bottom of the container when mixing. Please go back and 

read Section 3 of our instructions again. 

b. The product was measured incorrectly. You must strictly adhere to the 1 to 1 volume ratio. These measures should 

not be taken by hunch or by eye. Dumping the stuff from its original containers is not an accurate measurement. 

The product MUST be measured using a graduated tub with reasonable precision. 

 

Solution:  

a. If the surface is firm but just somewhat sticky, a fresh flood coat can be spread over the whole surface, and the new 

product will dry hard if mixing processes are performed correctly. 
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b. If the surface is damp and soft, use a paint scraper or knife to remove as much of the substance as possible. When 

required, use denatured alcohol or acetone to aid remove the wet epoxy. Remix the paint and apply a new flood 

coat. Almost all the consequences of the earlier miscalculation will be concealed by the new coat.  

 
 

Waves, Ripples, Uneven Curing: 

 
The wooden surface had excessive warping or defects, and one application of epoxy was insufficient to address 
these flaws. 
 
Using a too thin flood coat. To fully self-level, this product must be applied in complete 1/8" flood coats. 
 
Using too much heat during bubble removal procedures will result in a rippling effect. The heat gun or flame 
should be moved around the surface quickly, not held in one spot. 
 
Solutions:  
Applying another flood layer of suitable thickness should erase almost all evidence of the preceding coat's waves 
or ripples. 
 

Air Bubbles:  

 

Excessive air bubbles can be caused by a variety of factors. We've included a couple examples below. 

1. Air bubbles all over the place. 

a. No bubble removal procedure, as detailed in Section 4 of our guidelines, was applied.  

b. The seal coat was applied incorrectly or not at all. 

c. The wood surface beneath was exceedingly porous, and the seal coat was insufficiently thick to cover 

it. (This is very frequent in old wood.) 

d.  The product was aggressively whipped or stirred, introducing so many bubbles into the mix that they 

could not be eliminated using the flame/heat approach. It is quite typical for consumers to utilise a drill 

mixer in their mixing method or to swirl the product excessively vigorously.  

e. Dragging a brush too hard across the epoxy when distributing it. These small bubbles can occasionally 

be seen in foggy streaks created by the brushing method. Instead of spreading, consider using a rubber 

squeegee. 
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2. Only one location has air bubbles. 

a. Knots, fissures, or holes in the wood were not adequately sealed, causing air bubbles to rise throughout 

the curing process. 

b. Failed to cover a place during the seal coat. 

 

Solutions:  

Typically, the bubbles are not apparent enough to merit additional investigation. If you choose, you can sand or 

grind the surface to eliminate as many air bubbles as possible before re-coating the whole surface. 

 

Softy or Stick spots:  
 

Scraping or brushing from the side or bottom of the mixing container when pouring is the most prevalent cause of 

this. It's natural to want to use every drop of the mixture you've made. When pouring onto the surface, however, 

simply drop it out and set the container down. If you try to remove every drop with a stick or a brush, you will almost 

certainly wind up with sticky areas. 

 

Solutions: 

 

a.  If the sticky places are firm but have only a minor tackiness on the surface, you can re-pour over the whole surface 

and the new product will be dry hard if proper pour processes were followed.  

 

b. If the patches are soft and damp, use a paint scraper or knife to scrape or cut off as much of the soft material as 

possible. When required, use denatured alcohol or acetone to aid remove the wet epoxy. If you have deep 

depressions therefore, your initial re-coat should only be used to fill up the areas where you scraped. A full re-coat 

can be performed once this pour has set for at least 4 hours. This will conceal the flaws and leave you with a firm, 

glass-like surface. 

 


